Where Do I Exhibit Now?

I used to exhibit in:

- Automotive—421A, 421B
- Electricity—611A
- Small Engines—451A
- Tractor—441A, 441B
- Welding—411A

Now, exhibit in this instead:

- Mechanics—920
- Science, Engineering & Technology—940
- Outdoor Adventures—560
- Environment & Sustainability—540
- Choose either Horticulture—550 or Crop Production—530
- Horticulture—550
- Mechanics—920
- Woodworking—930

Reminder: Some exhibits can be placed in multiple project areas depending on member's goals.
Where Do I Exhibit Now?

I used to exhibit in:  

- Clothing—511 A,B,C,D
- Child Development—501A
- Consumer Management—841 A,B,C
- Food & Nutrition—521 A,B,C,D
- Home Improvement—531 A,B,C,D,E,F
- Music—871A
- Photography—851 A,B,C,D
- Visual Arts—821 A,B,C
- Animal Science—101A
- Vet Science—231A
- Crop Production—701A
- Horticulture—711A

Now, exhibit in this instead:

- Clothing & Fashion—720
- Sewing & Needle Arts—770
- Child Development—720
- Consumer Management—730
- Food & Nutrition—740
- Home Improvement—760
- Music—610
- Photography—620
- Visual Arts—630
- Animal Science—510
- Vet Science—520
- Crop Production—530
- Horticulture—550
Where Do I Exhibit Now?

I used to exhibit in:  Now, exhibit in this instead:

Safety and Education in Shooting Sports—880A  Safety and Education in Shooting—570

Other Ag & Nat. Resources—301A  Other Ag & Nat. Resources—590

Citizenship—806A  Citizenship—810

Communication—811A  Communication—820

Leadership—841A  Leadership—830

Self-Determined—891A  Self-Determined—890

Woodworking—461A  Woodworking—930

Health—831A  Health—750

Exhibits that would have been in these classes in the past, should go in best available class.